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Meeting was called to order at approximately 10:15 am local November 3, 2015. 

Attendees –  

Smith Kennedy HP 

Ira McDonald High North 

Brian Smithson Ricoh 

Alan Sukert* Xerox 

Michael Sweet Apple 

Paul Tykodi TCS 

Bill Wagner TIC 

Rick Yardumian Canon 

Was a virtual meeting so all attendees were by phone 

Agenda Items  

Note: Meeting slides are available at ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/Presentation/2015-11-03-IDS-

F2F.pdf.  

1. Minute Taker 

 Alan Sukert taking the minutes 

2. Agenda: 

 Introductions, Agenda Review, Status 

 IDS Charter Review 

 Common Criteria/ICCC Update 

 Wrap-Up 

3. Went through the PWG Intellectual Property policy. 

4. IDS Charter Review 

Went through the proposed updated IDS Charter to reflect the new “hibernation” status of the WG 

located at ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/wd/wd-ids-charter-20151023.pdf.  The following 

comments were received: 

 Update the document editors to only include Ira. 

 Use the word ‘reactivated’ instead of ‘resurrected’. 

 Add to the goals discussion one or two sentences indicating why the IDS WG is going into 

“hibernation”. 

 Line 142: Capitalize ‘binding’.  

Al Sukert will make the updates and then send out the update to the IDS WG by email for final review 

and approval. Once IDS WG approval is obtained will work with Ira to follow the proper process to get 

the updated IDS Charter approved by the PWG Steering Committee. 

5. Brian Smithson reviewed the latest status of the new Hardcopy Device (HCD) Protection Profile (PP) 

Technical Committee (TC) and the meetings held in Sep 2014 at Windsor UK as part of the Common 

Criteria User’s Forum (CCUF) – CC Development Board (CCDB) Workshop. The slides are part of 

the meeting slide set referenced above. 

The following points were made as part of the discussion: 

ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/Presentation/2015-11-03-IDS-F2F.pdf
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/Presentation/2015-11-03-IDS-F2F.pdf
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/wd/wd-ids-charter-20151023.pdf
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 The Japanese Scheme (JPA) has set up a transition period of unknown length when certifications 

using the existing IEEE 2600.1 PP and the new HCD PP will be allowed. Are interested when the 

use of the new HCD PP will be mandated by JPA; it is already mandated by NIAP. 

 Brian mentioned that the new HCD PP does require evaluations at EAL1+ so it meets the current 

criteria for recognition by the CCRA. That means that other countries besides the US and Japan 

can use the new HCD PP. 

 Korea has concerns with the new HCD PP because Korea doesn’t use FIPS and the new HCD 

PP does not included some cipher suites that are required by the Korean Scheme. It was pointed 

out that the issue of each country having different crypto requirements is a big issue and a hot 

topic that will have to be address in any collaborative PP (cPP) that may spring up to eventually 

replace the HCD PP. However, as was pointed out no activity towards a new HCD cPP will not 

occur for at least 6-12 months. 

 It was pointed out that IEEE 2600.1 and IEEE 2600.2 are still valid recognized PPs so other 

Scheme can certify HCDs against either of these two PPs. 

 The new HCVD PP requires “exact conformance” which means that only the exact SFRs/SARs in 

the HCD PP can be followed – no more and certainly no less. 

 There may be a version 1.1 of the HCD PP in the future to address any issues that arise when 

the first products start getting certified using the new HCD PP.  

 NIAP is going to release a policy that will allow FIPS validation to satisfy the crypto requirements 

in the new HCD PP.  

 NIAP has set up a Technical Rapid Response Team (TRRT) to handle questions/comments 

against the new HCD PP. 

Wrap Up  

 No future IDS Conference Calls are scheduled since we agreed to handle the approval of the charter 

update via email. 

 No future IDS Face-to-Face Meetings are planned at this time also.  

 Actions: 

a. Al Sukert: Update the IDS Working Group charter to reflect the comments from the meeting.  

 

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 11:00 am local on November 3, 2015. 


